
Streaming Equipment Rentals

Stream without hassle.

The rental box includes all of the components required 
to connect your video camera to your computer.  It’s 
that easy.  Our rental partners provide the hardware, 
and we provide the support.



Powerful switcher
can take up to four camera inputs

Video Capture Encoder

Your Camera

EZ Stream Kit
Includes Video Capture Encoder, Sound Interface and
all the cabling to connect your camera to your computer.

Your Computer

HDMI Cables USB Cables
Includes Standard, Mini and Micro USB-C and 3.0 connections

Camera Extension Cable
Includes 20 ft extension

Audio Adapter Interface
With 3.5 mm cable

Reserve Today From Our Trusted Partners

Jerry Onik | jonik@heartlandscenic.com
www.heartlandscenic.com   402-905-4953

$179
Weekly Rental

Includes 2-Way Shipping

Rod Reilly | rod@bodymics.com
www.bodymics.rentals   908-899-1277

with HDMI input with wired internet connection



Jerry Onik | jonik@heartlandscenic.com
www.heartlandscenic.com   402-905-4953

Rod Reilly | rod@bodymics.com
www.bodymics.rentals   908-899-1277

Video Capture Encoder

Your Computer

Plug and play intuitive
design for one camera

Video Capture Encoder

Your Camera

EZ Stream Kit - Basic
Includes Video Capture Encoder, Sound Interface and
all the cabling to connect your camera to your computer.

Your Computer

HDMI Cables USB Cable
Includes Standard, Mini and Micro Includes USB Micro, C and 3.0

Camera Extension Cable
Includes 20 ft extension

Audio Adapter Interface
With 3.5 mm cable

Reserve Today From Our Trusted Partners

$99
Weekly Rental

Includes 2-Way Shipping

with wired internet connection



Selecting an EZ Stream Kit
The major difference between the the EZ Stream Standard 
and Basic is the the video capture encoder. This integral 
piece of equipment allows your computer to recognize and 
capture your video input from your camera.  While both 
kits contain the necessary encoder, our standard kit comes 
with a more powerful switcher capture device that can take 
up to four camera inputs and allow you to switch feeds with 
the click of a button.

The basic kit includes an intuitive plug and play capture 
device that is not a switcher to be used for single camera 
productions.

We recommend  using the standard when possible.  
Having multiple cameras (even just a wide shot alternating 
with close ups) will allow for a more professional looking 
show if you can aquire a camera with HDMI output.

EZ Stream Kit Includes
Blackmagic Design ATEM Mini Livestream Switcher
Saramonic SR-AX101 Audio Interface Adapter
Cables

3ft USB C to USB 3A
3ft USB C to USB C
6ft Standard HDMI to Standard HDMI
6ft Mini HDMI to Standard HDMI
6ft Micro HDMI to Standard HDMI
20 ft Standard HDMI Extension 
3.5mm to 3.5mm Audio Cable

3 velcro cable ties

EZ Stream Kit - Basic Includes
AVer Media Live Gamer Portable 2 Plus- GC513
Cables

3ft USB Micro to USB 3
USB A to USB C Adapter
6ft Standard HDMI to Standard HDMI
6ft Mini HDMI to Standard HDMI
6ft Micro HDMI to Standard HDMI
20 ft Standard HDMI Extension 
3.5mm to 3.5mm Audio Cable

3 velcro cable ties

Specifications

Not Included in the Kit
EZ Stream Kits do not include a video camera, laptop, or 
sound systems. If you require additional hardware you must 
borrow, purchase or rent these items, some of which are 
available from our rental vendors.

A Note On Cables
To ensure the right cable, each kit comes with multiple 
HDMI and USB cable options.  You will not need to use 
all of these cables, only the ones compatible with your 
particular camera and laptop.

Price
The Kit price is for a weekly rental and includes 2-way 
shipping. Please return the equipment with all of the 
included cables in a timely manner, to avoid additional 
rental or replacement fees.  Standard is $179 and Basic is 
$99.

Availability
Equipment Kits are subject to availability and are subject 
to substitutions. We urge you to order your equipment kit 
early as reservations will be done on a first come first serve 
basis and there is no guarantee that a kit will be available 
for your show. 

Recommended Vendors
Heartland Scenic Studio and bodymics.rentals are currently 
the only source for the official BookTix EZ Stream Kits. 
BookTix vetted many different brands of equipment to 
include in this EZ Stream Kit. Our goal was to do the 
research on your behalf and select the most reliable, 
versatile, and easy to use models.  

Testing Equipment
Equipment kits should be opened immediately upon 
receipt to ensure all pieces of the kit are included and 
that nothing is broken from shipping. Additionally, you 
must test the equipment to ensure the functionality and 
compatibility of it with your equipment as soon as possible. 
It is your responsibility to notify the third party vendor of 
any issues with the kit within a reasonable amount of time 
from receiving it to allow them an opportunity to right the 
situation. 

Setup and Technical Support
The BookTix Support Staff will be trained on the equipment 
recommended and provided in the kits. Please consult 
our tutorials and video instruction guides for assistance.  
You are free to use other brands, makes and models of 
equipment, however BookTix cannot guarantee that we 
will be able to provide you with technical support and 
troubleshooting of those devices. We will do our best to 
support you within our capabilities.

Stream Test
BookTix highly encourages arranging a stream test to make 
sure you can process a stream with the equipment prior to 
your public performance.

Additional Equipment
Our third party vendors can help you determine if any 
additional pieces of equipment are necessary such as: 
cameras, tripods, laptops, microphones, and additional 
cables and adapters. We strongly suggest talking to one of 
our recommended vendors about your options. Tell them 
about the equipment you are using and let them make 
suggestions as to what you might need. 

Your Own Equipment
If you need or prefer to use a different brand, make or 
model of a specific piece of equipment, you certainly can. 
While our system is most likely compatible with equipment 
purchased or rented from other vendors, we cannot 
guarantee or provide technical support for other brands we 
have not tested.

Disclaimer
BookTix is not a party to any rental or purchase agreements 
made between you and the third party provider. BookTix 
is not responsible for the quality and condition of the 
equipment that is shipped to you. If you receive broken 
equipment or are missing pieces of the kit, you will need to 
contact the third party provider directly. Further, BookTix 
does not guarantee the functionality or compatibility of the 
above recommended equipment with your own personal 
equipment, i.e., cameras, soundboards, laptops, etc.


